We present a computational study of Edney type shock-shock interactions between an oblique shock and a bow shock in front of a circular cylinder. Both cold and hot hypersonic test cases were considered and the results revealed the main features characterizing the type III and type IV of interaction, without and with the jet impinging on the cylinder. The simulations also predicted qualitatively the complex flow structure observed in the experiments and the pressure and heat peak on the surface of the cylinder.
Introduction
In the present work we analyze the effects of thermochemical relaxation phenomena on the interference between a cylindrical bow shock and a plane oblique shock. This problem has been extensively studied since the 60's [1] [2] because of its importance in many aerospace applications involving complex shock-shock interactions such as fin-fuselage interaction in re-entry vehicles, launcher-booster interaction as well as cowl-compression ramp shock interaction in engine inlets.
According to Edney [1] , for a given incident shock angle, the shock wave configuration consists of six possible interference patterns, depending on the position of the impinging shock with respect to the bow shock. In particular, it is known that Type III and IV configurations are the most critical, being characterized by a severe increase in the dynamic and thermal loads on the body surface (see the sketch in Figure 1 ).
In both cases the shock pattern is characterized by the occurrence of two triple How to cite this paper: Paoli, R. (2018) Numerical Simulations of Shock-Shock Figure 1 . Sketch of the shock-shock interaction according to Edney [1] . Adapted from Sanderson [9] . points caused by the interaction of the incident shock with the bow shock. It should be remarked that in a Type-III interference the amplification of the surface pressure and heat transfer is caused by the attached shear layer while in a Type IV the amplification is mainly due to the impingement of the supersonic jet originating at the lower triple point and terminating with a "nearly normal" jet shock in front of the body.
For cold hypersonic flows many works (both numerical and experimental) can be found in the literature. Wieting and Holden [3] have experimentally studied shock-shock interaction at M = 6 and 8 at various Reynolds numbers.
Those authors have observed an extremum in the Type-IV interaction both in surface pressure and heat flux peaks. They have also pointed out that, for high Reynolds numbers, the heat flux exhibits an additional increase due to the jet turbulence. Borovoy et al. [4] have reported an experimental study of shock/shock interactions at M = 6 and have observed the occurrence of a double peak in the heat flux as a function of the shock impingement location due to a change of the jet structure near the transition from a Type-III to Type-IV interaction. In addition, they have also observed a weak dependence of the thermal load upon the Reynolds number. Grasso et al. [5] have conducted a theoretical and experimental investigation of the heat transfer rates both in absence and in the presence of shock interaction. In the former case, the experiments showed that acoustic phenomena may amplify laminar-to-turbulence transition and consequently increase the peak heating. In the presence of shock/shock interaction, they observed a displacement of the peak loads (pressure and heat) locations; in addition, from comparison between experimental results and theoretical predictions, they concluded that the correlations for pressure are most sensitive to the deformation of the bow shock subsequent to shock impingement.
Considering now real gas effects, it is known that, when the free-stream specific kinetic energy is of the same order of magnitude of the dissociation energy, non-equilibrium phenomena must be taken into account [6] [7] [8] [9] [10]. The main effect of thermochemical relaxation is the increase in the density ratio across the shock waves thus causing a reduction of the length scales (in particular, the bow shock stand-off distance and, for a Type-IV interaction, the jet width and jet shock stand-off distance). The effects of relaxation behind strong shock waves in a Type-IV interaction have been studied both theoretically and experimentally by Sanderson [9] who observed that the difference between the equilibrium and the frozen heat transfer amplifications decreases as the Mach number increases. Another critical aspect is that, for some particular flow conditions (i.e. shock strength and Mach number), a Type-IV interaction exhibits some unsteadiness due to the vortex shedding that takes place in the terminating part of the supersonic jet, and whose frequency depends on the characteristic scales of the flow-field such as stand-off distance, length and width of the jet [10] [11] [12] . Indeed, relaxation phenomena contribute to increase the vortex shedding frequency, thus strongly affecting the unsteady character of the flow. In addition, depending upon the value of the free-stream stagnation enthalpy, the recombination rate may be sufficiently high for the boundary layer to be in equilibrium thus contributing to increase the peak heat transfer. The motivation of the present work is to assess the influence of non-equilibrium on Type-III and Type-IV shock/shock interactions using numerical modeling In particular, we are interested on the effects of non-equilibrium on the flow scales and unsteadiness, and on the dynamic and thermal loads. This represents a first step where we focus on the complex shock pattern in the case of ideal gas simulations and present preliminary results of the simulations for thermochemical nonequlibrium. The approach relies on a finite volume method for the solution of the conservation laws for a mixture of gases in non-equilibrium. In addition, in order to understand the effects of vibrational relaxation and chemical reactions we have also performed ideal gas simulations.
In this section we formulate the two dimensional conservation equations for a multispecies non-ionizing gas in thermochemical non-equilibrium, following the approach developed in Grasso and Capano [13] and Grasso and Paoli [14] . If one introduces a single vibrational temperature to characterize the internal energy mode of all diatomic species, the conservation equations can be cast in vector form as 
where k′ indicates diatomic species and k k Y ρ ρ = is the species mass fraction, while the transport coefficients ( k D , η's and µ ) are defined according to
Chapmann-Enskog theory [13] .
For atomic species the internal energy ( k e ) accounts only for the translational ( t k e ) and the enthalpy of formation (
while for diatomic species the internal energy also accounts for rotation (
and vibration (
v k e ′ ) contributions and
where v k θ ′ is the characteristic vibrational temperature. The vibrational energy
( v e ) and the total enthalpy (H) of the mixture are
The species production ( k ρ  ) due to finite rate chemistry has been modeled by and to the energy removal due to vibration-dissociation coupling ( VD S ) that have been modeled as discussed in Grasso and Capano [13] according to 
Numerics
The basic numerical algorithm relies on a cell-centered finite-volume "patched" subdomain formulation and the governing equations are cast in the following fully discretized form: fluxes. The former is based on a second order upwind biased total variation diminishing scheme that accounts for non-equilibrium phenomena, following the general methodology described in Grasso and Capano [13] . For example, the numerical inviscid flux discretization at the generic cell face 1 ,
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where Φ is obtained by characteristic decomposition in the direction normal to the cell face and the use of a minmod slope limiter. The right eigenvector matrix is defined as
where 0 ⋅ = b n and the pressure derivatives K and q χ are defined as 
∑
The values at cell interfaces are calculated by using a generalization of Roe's averaging [15] to allow for thermal and chemical non-equilibrium (see Grasso and Capano [13] for details).
In addition, in order to avoid the carbuncle phenomenon which takes place in all Roe based schemes [16] [17] we adopted the multidimensional dissipation correction to the original dissipation function, following the approach proposed by Morano et al. [16] .
Finally, the time integration is performed by a three-stage Runge-Kutta algorithm where the source terms are treated by a point implicit algorithm by introducing a precondition matrix which is related to the partial Jacobian of the source term [13] .
Results
The objective of the present paper is to analyze Type-III and Type-IV shock-shock interactions with the main intent of studying the evolution of the shock wave In order to span the Type-III and Type-IV shock wave interference patterns,
we have followed the same quasi-steady procedure adopted in the experiment by moving the incident shock generator in the vertical direction so as to change the location of the impingement location on the cylinder surface (for a fixed shock angle 23.57 deg
β =
). In particular, the shock generator is displaced vertically once a steady (or pseudo steady) flow configuration (for the given shock impingement location) is attained.
In Figure 2 we report the numerical Schlieren plots of three shock interfe- which is characterized by a supersonic jet grazing the surface rather than impinging on the cylinder. The effects of the transition from Type-III to IV shock pattern on density flow-field are also shown in more detail in Figure 3 where we report the numerical interferogram around the impingement region and compare with the experimental interferogram for a similar configuration. In particular, one observes the rapid increase in the maximum (normalized) density level as the flow passes from Type-III and IV shock structure, as an increase of the impingement of the supersonic jet on the body surface. The evolution of the Type-IV structure in the neighborhood of the transition limit is shown in Figure   4 where we report the iso-density flow field around the terminating jet shock. In order to clearly identify the boundary of the supersonic jet region as well as the relative position between the body and the jet shock, the maximum density level displayed has been set equal to the maximum value attained inside the jet, and in addition, we also report the sonic iso-Mach line. We observe that, as the shock impingement location moves upward, the jet shock inclination with respect to the body decreases. Consequently, the pressure and thermal loads increase as shown in Figure 5 , where surface pressure and heat transfer are reported as a function of the angular position on the cylinder. In addition, the interaction of the shock originating at the lower triple point with the upper shear layer causes the occurrence of a lambda shock structure consisting in a reflected shock and a
Mach stem as also found by Pandolfi and D'Ambrosio [17] . We argue that this is due to the finite thickness of the shear layer, which is responsible for the curvature of the shock and, ultimately, for the formation of the lamba shock R. Paoli structure; note that such phenomenon is enhanced as the Mach number increases since the interaction takes place closer to the body where the shear layer is more spread thus leading to higher pressure gradients.
We finally present preliminary results of simulations carried out with air in thermochemical non-equilibrium. The stagnation quantities were taken from the experimental investigation of Carl et al. [10] which provided the following free-stream conditions: 5700 m s u ∞ = , 
Conclusion
In this study we presented and discussed the results of numerical simulations of shock-shock interactions between an oblique shock and a bow shock in front of a circular cylinder. These interactions are categorized as types III and IV according to Edney experimental work. The simulations revealed the main features characterizing the two types of interaction and also predicted the pressure and heat peak on the cylinder. The study was conducted mainly for the cold hypersonic test case of Ref. [5] and preliminary analysis of hot hypersonic test case of Ref. [10] was also presented. This revealed the non-equilibrium phenomena occurring when real-gas effects were activated such as thermodynamic vibrational excitation and oxygen dissociation. In the future, we will analyze the interaction in a fully 3D configuration in the presence of thermochemical R. Paoli Open Journal of Fluid Dynamics non-equilibrium.
